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natural beauty

special occasion
special jewelry

Cushion and Round Cut 
Diamond Drop Earrings.

Cushion Cut Emerald and 
Diamond Ring.

Cushion Cut Sapphire and 
Diamond Ring.
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Pave Diamond 
Bangles in Rose, 
White & Yellow Gold.

Diamond Tennis Bracelet.

One-of-a-Kind Multicolor 
Natural Diamond 
Bracelet.

Yellow Diamond Heart 
Pendant with Diamond 
Halo.
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Fine Jewelers             Since 1878

 Warmest personal greetings from all of us at Long’s Jewelers. Each year we look forward to the opportunity to share with you our 

vision and passion that is translated into our exquisite jewelry. Please enjoy our debut issue of Long’s Jewelers Magazine. 

 We strive to stay ahead of the latest jewelry and watch industry trends and innovations, while staying true to our standards and ob-

jectives: to give the utmost attention to customer service, to provide knowledgeable sales assistance and guidance in a pleasant manner, 

and to offer great value and unsurpassed quality with every purchase. We are dedicated to creating an experience that allows those who 

visit our store to enter as customers, but leave as members of the Long family. 

 Couture jewelry retailers make up only one half of one percent of all jewelers in the country. We are proud to be recognized as one of 

those jewelers. As a Couture jeweler, we are invited to work with an exceptionally talented group of internationally renowned designers 

and luxury brands. The result is jewelry that is not only fashionable and chic, but also destined to become the classics and heirlooms of 

tomorrow. At Long’s Jewelers, you don’t have to settle for the ordinary.

 Long’s knowledgeable staff welcome the opportunity to help you select the perfect gift to honor those who give special meaning to 

your life. We treasure the experience of being part of your celebrations, from generation to generation. 

 Finally, beyond our dedication to customer service, quality and integrity, Long’s Jewelers is committed to serving and generously giving 

back to the community. We are proud to be charitable partners with many local and national non-profit agencies and service organizations, 

and want to take this time to thank you for helping make contributions possible, and for including us in so many of your events. 

 In closing, may this coming year be one of good health, joyous occasions and prosperity. Many of you have been loyal customers and 

friends for a long time. We are grateful for your continuing friendship and patronage. As always, we appreciate the experience of sharing 

your personal celebrations. We look forward to seeing you again real soon! 

 With gratitude,

 The Team at Long’s
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World of BeautyDavid Yurman’s
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David Yurman’s background as a sculptor and his apprecia-
tion for the enduring motifs in everyday life are evident in his 
collections for this fall.

The grandeur of architecture has been one of his most en-
during inspirations. Yurman’s Venetian Quatrefoil collections 
takes its cues from the details of the buildings of Venice. The 
Quatrefoil, which is latin for “four leaves,” is typical of the 
Moorish-inspired architecture that influenced the historic 
buildings of Venice, and later became the prominent design 
motif in Gothic and Renaissance art and architecture. The de-
signs in Yurman’s Venetian Quatrefoil collection are influenced 
by the intricate patterns in Venice’s unique stonework, as well 
as by the harmony of form and structure that is the essence of 
the city’s architecture. 

The openworked quality of the jewelry designs keeps them 
light and wearable, without sacrificing volume, and provides 
a graceful setting for the vibrant gems in the ring collection, 
including peridot, amethyst and Madeira citrine. This year’s 
pieces represent the first in this collection to be offered in 18k 
rose gold. Of course, 18k yellow gold is still an option, and 
diamonds accent most of the pieces. 

Since its founding in New York in 1980, David Yurman has 
become widely known as America’s leading fine jewelry and 
timepiece brand. It features a range of signature gold and silver 
designs, as well as diamond, pearl, and gemstone jewelry.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rdesigner spotlight

The designer’s new Venetian 
collection is inspired by the world 
of classic architecture.

Single row cuff in 18k yellow 
gold from the Venetian Quatrefoil 
collection.

Single row cuff in 18k yellow gold with 
pavé diamond quads, from the Venetian 
Quatrefoil collection. 

Stack ring in 18k yellow gold, 
from the Venetian Quatrefoil 
collection.

Pavé diamond hoop earrings from the 
Venetian Quatrefoil collection.

Pavé diamond chandelier earrings from the 
Venetian Quatrefoil collection.

Pavé diamond stack ring from the 
Venetian Quatrefoil collection.
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A century ago, Mikimoto established its first black cultured pearl farm on Okinawa 

Island. Since then, the brand remains the authority in the highest quality black South 

Sea cultured pearl. 

Innovation is always at the heart of Mikimoto, as rare stones and precious metals 

— and, of course, pearls — combine to create contemporary classics. Mikimoto’s 

earrings, rings, bracelets and necklaces incorporate Akoya, as well as nat-

ural black, white, golden, multi-color or baroque South Sea cultured 

pearls, offering a varied palette. Classic to contemporary, everyday 

essentials to evening or bridal wear, each piece is a flawless exam-

ple of the company’s design aesthetic. Eighteen-karat white, yel-

low and rose gold or platinum are used exclusively for clasps and 

other adornments, while the finest silk thread strings the strands.

This year, Mikimoto celebrates the use of classic pearls in con-

temporary styles, including the increased use of colored gemstones. 

The classic strand of Akoya pearls pictured here is mixed with the 

soft, subtle hues of pink opal, which brings out the pink overtones 

in the pearls. Each rosy bead is bordered by a station of di-

amonds set in gold. The best thing to match it with? 

– a wonderful pair of South Sea pearl studs. 

12]  L O N G ’ S  J E W E L E R S  M A G A Z I N E

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rdesigner spotlight

MikiMoto’s
the world’s original pearl coMpany celebrates its heritage

Modern classics

Limited Edition Akoya Pearl 
Strand with Pink Opal and 

Diamonds.11mm South Sea 
Pearl Studs.
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Our Buyer’s Picks:

Gift Ideas for Her

THE BIRDY 40mm 
Watch with White Dial 
by Shinola. $475

Pave Diamond Initial 
“t” Pendant by Long’s 
Jewelers. $350

Leather Card Wallet in 
Red by Shinola. $80

THE RUNWELL 36mm 
Stainless Steel Watch 
with White Dial by 
Shinola. $700

Drop Earrings by Erica 
Molinari. Starting at $350.

Poesy Rings by 
Monica Rich Kosann. 
Starting at $465.

Tri-Color Gold Three Tear 
Earrings by Lana. $550

One-of-a-Kind, Custom 
Made Jewelry by Heather 
Moore. Prices vary based 
on customization options.

It was tough to narrow them down but here are just a 
few of our favorite gift ideas for this season. With this 
gift guide, you can find the perfect gift for the ladies in 
your life from fashion jewelry to timepieces. 
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 John Hardy, a former art student and environmentalist 

from Canada, visited Bali for the first time in the 1970s, 

and was instantly captivated and inspired by the natural 

beauty of Indonesia. He also fell in love with the jewelry 

tradition in this exotic land when he encountered local ar-

tisans producing handcrafted pieces using the jewelry-mak-

ing techniques honed by their ancestors. Hardy began to 

study ancient jewelry artisanship and to work with local 

goldsmiths. By infusing their ancient techniques with modern 

ingenuity, he created his eponymous jewelry brand in 1975.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rdesigner spotlight

John Hardy began his jewelry brand 
as a statement about the importance of 
heritage and the preservation of the 
environment. Today, that message is 
stronger than ever — and the jewelry 
is just as beautiful

John Hardy
the meaningful beauty of

Kick Cuff from the Palu Collection.

Disc Flex Cuff from the 
Palu Collection.

Slim Kick Cuff from the 
Palu Collection.
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 Hardy added a new dimension to jewelry by bringing his environmen-

talist values to the brand. The company’s Bali compound was built using 

local, low-impact natural materials, including bamboo, adobe and thatch. 

At its heart is the design studio, housed in a restored Balinese community 

hall, an antique timber structure with a natural grass roof.

 Head designer and creative director Guy Bedarida joined the company 

in the 1990s, bringing with him skills and aesthetics developed while 

working with European high jewelry brands. Together with Damien Der-

noncourt (former John Hardy CEO and currently non-executive chair-

man), Bedarida further elevated the brand’s sustainable philosophy by 

applying new practices, including using 100% reclaimed silver and gold, as 

well as planting bamboo seedlings in Bali to offset the company’s carbon 

emissions. To date, the brand has planted 900,000 bamboos throughout 

the island of Bali, helping to sustain the lifestyle of the locals. The bam-

boos protect the environment in a variety of ways, including aiding the 

soil’s natural water retention. Current John Hardy CEO Robert Hanson 

remains committed to John Hardy’s mission of sustainability.

 John Hardy Jewelry is hand made 
according to ancient jewelry making 
techniques that would otherwise be lost. 
Combined with modern know-how, the result 
is a collection that is beautifully crafted with 
a timeless appeal. 

Pear Shape Earrings from 
the Naga Collection.

Slim Flex Cuff from the 
Naga Collection.

Medium Hoop Earrings 
from the Naga Collection.



Heather Moore Jewelry is the finest personalized collection.  Each name, date and symbol is
hand stamped with vintage tooling and made to your specifications with recycled precious metals.

“We are making impressions in the metal just like the story that you are documenting has made an impression
in your life. You have to embrace those moments and Cherish Who You Are®.” - Heather Moore
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keeps collectors happy

New colors, 
jeweling and a 

ceramic break-
through for Rolex

Every year, amidst a sea of 

online predictions and wish-list 

postings, watch aficionados and fans 

of Rolex eagerly await the brand’s 

new introductions. The new models 

introduced this year did not disappoint. 

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E R

The Oyster Perpetual GMT 
Master II, with red and blue 

Cerachrom bezel.

designer spotlight
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 The most talked about novelty was the long awaited Oyster Perpetual GMT Master with a 

distinctive red and blue bezel (which Rolex lovers call the “Pepsi” because of its coloring). The 

GMT Master II captures the color code of the original 1955 version of this iconic model, but 

with a Cerachrom bezel for the first time. It is a particular color combination that is extremely 

difficult to do in ceramic, not just in terms of achieving a seamless break between red and blue 

halves — a major accomplishment in itself — but because this particular shade of red is a chal-

lenge, and long considered impossible to create in ceramic. (The bezel of the 1955 version was 

Plexiglass). The new GMT Master II also has a revamped movement, the self-winding Caliber 

3186, with a blue Parachrom hairspring made of niobium and zirconium, which is ten-times 

more precise than a conventional hairspring and highly shock resistant. The 40mm case is white 

gold, and the model is not limited.

 Rolex also introduced an updated version of the Oyster Perpetual Sea-Dweller this year. The 

model was first launched in 1967 as the Sea-Dweller 2000 (water resistant to 2,000 feet), and 

the new one is the Sea-Dweller 4000 (water resistant to 4,000 feet). The only other revision of 

this iconic model was in 1978, also rated at 4,000 feet. New is the black Cerachrom bezel with 

PVD platinum markers, gold Chromalight hands and markers, blue Parachrom hairspring (in 

Caliber 3135) and a bracelet with Glidelock extension system and Oysterlock safety clasp. The 

new version, which is steel, retains the look of the ’70s version, including the famous helium 

escape valve.

 Another innovation is a collection of three new versions of the Sky-Dweller: 18k Everose 

gold case and bracelet (with a beautiful “Sundust” dial); 18k white gold on a strap; and 18k 

yellow gold on a strap. The Sky-Dweller, with 14 patents, was first launched to acclaim in 2012 

and includes a bezel-driven function setting. With Caliber 9001, it has a dual time zone and 

annual calendar, with months uniquely displayed through apertures on the periphery of the dial. 

 A new series of Oyster Perpetual models in 31mm and 36mm sizes previewed exclusive new 

dials in sporty colors, including Azzurro Blue,  Red Grape, White Grape (a gold tone), Steel and 

White Lacquer with blue Roman numerals. The watches contain the Caliber 3130 self-winding 

movement, with Parachrom hairspring. 

Oyster Perpetual 
Sky-Dweller.

Oyster Perpetual Day-
Date II in Platinum.

Oyster Perpetual 
Datejust. Oyster Perpetual 

Datejust Lady 31.
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Female collectors are thrilled to see the new 
Oyster Perpetual Datejust Pearlmaster 34 
collection this year, a series of three 34mm 
models that are gem-set, each with options 
that include diamonds on the bracelets 
as well as the cases. 
Two of the watches are set with diamonds in combination with either blue or 

pink sapphires in two different shades — with the gems adjacent to the hour 

markers contrasted in a slightly darker hue. 

 The Oyster Perpetual Milgauss is another favorite of collectors. An an-

ti-magnetic timepiece designed for engineers and scientists in the 1950s, it was 

reintroduced in 2007 with a unique green sapphire crystal, a first in watchmak-

ing. This year’s version features an electric blue dial which, under the green 

crystal, takes on a powerful magnetic hue. This is perhaps the most unique 

color combination of any other Rolex watch, and is sought after by both men 

and women, and by both aficionados and newcomers to the brand alike. 

A new series of Oyster 
Perpetual models 
previewed exclusive new 
dials in sporty colors

A new series of 
Oyster Perpetual 
models previewed 
exclusive new dials 
in sporty colors. The Oyster 

Perpetual Datejust 
Pearlmaster with 
diamonds.

The Oyster Perpetual 
Milgauss features a 
new electric blue dial.
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Our Buyer’s Picks:

fabulous finds

Gift Ideas for Him

Naga Dragon Leather Bracelet 
by John Hardy. $495

Rembrandt Ivory Rollerball 
Pen by Visconti. $150

Love Knot Cufflinks in 
Sterling Silver by Long’s 
Jewelers. $150

THE RUNWELL 40mm Watch 
with Green & Ivory Dials by 
Shinola.

Green: $625
White: $550

Frontier Knife with Turquoise 
and Smoky Quartz by David 
Yurman. $1,850

Leather Bifold Wallet in 
Natural by Shinola. $125

It was tough to narrow them down but here are just a few of our favorite gift ideas for this 
season.  With this gift guide, you can find the perfect gift for the men in your life including 
handmade leather goods, unique cufflinks and timepieces.

Classic Chain Bracelet 
by John Hardy. $585
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There’s a saying in fashion circles that if you hang onto something long enough, it comes back 
into style. It’s true. Of course, there’s also the corollary that if you’re old enough to have worn 

something the first time around, you should pass on it the second. Luckily, that part isn’t always 
true. Fine jewelry transcends all ages. It’s all in how you wear it. 

The 1980s were all about gold. Jewelry was big, bold, and shiny, to offset big hair 
and bigger shoulders. The trend was ubiquitous: buttons, zippers, buckles and handbag 

hardware also were gold-toned, and home decor centered more on brass than chrome. 
Then the 1990s came and design did an about-face. Shoulder pads gave way to 

slip-dresses, supermodels to waifs, and big hair to bed-head. At home, brass was 
out and stainless steel ushered in an era of industrial luxury. And in fine jewelry, 

a great whitewashing had begun: yellow gold went back into the jewelry box in 
favor of anything diamond, silver, white gold or platinum.

But design, like history, is cyclical. Yellow gold started coming back in the 
eighties, and now it’s a full-on fashion force. 

The World Gold Council reported gold jewelry demand in 2013 had 
the largest volume increase since 1997. Gold jewelry demand increased 
6% in the fourth quarter of 2013 alone.

But we don’t need official figures to see that gold is hot. We saw it 
all over the red carpet, favored by It Girls like Lupita Nyong’o and 
Jennifer Lawrence. In case you sat out the Oscars, picking up a 
home magazine is proof enough that yellow is in: The Epoch Times 
recently labeled gold “the hottest trend for 2014 home decor.” 

trends in gold

18K Gold Concave Cuff 
by Long’s Jewelers.

Martellato Ring by Roberto Coin and 
Rose Gold Dome Ring by Tamis.

b y  H E D D A  S H U P A K

Moonstone and Diamond Ring & 
Aquamarine Ring by Long’s Jewelers.



Of course, it’s never quite the same the second time around. Just 
as fashion always comes back with just enough of a subtle shift to 
separate the new from the old, so do home and jewelry designs. 
Today, gold and copper accents warm up stainless steel and nickel. 
Think of adding a touch of old-fashioned luxe to modern industrial 
chic, not a 1980s brass revival.    

So, back to the original question: can you wear your Eighties 
gold without looking like a relic from Dynasty? Yes, but not without 
adding something new to bring it up to date. It’s the same rule as in 
fashion: one vintage piece is cool but vintage head-to-toe just looks like 
Grandma was your stylist.

“We’re really seeing a redefinition of jewelry pieces, a reimagining of the 
way we wear jewelry,” says Jamie Gage of LoveGold. Earrings may climb up 
or cuff the ear instead of the traditional down-facing dangle, or the design 
may pass through the front and back of the ear. Really modern: wear just one 
super-bold earring, not a pair.

“We’re also seeing multi-finger rings or delicate midi rings that only go up 
to the first knuckle. Or hand bracelets where a delicate chain goes up and 
over the hand,” says Gage. “It’s all about mixing and matching and layering.”

Layering, of course, means you always have a good excuse to add to your 
jewelry collection. Whether it’s stacks of bangles or chains, you can pile it on 
for a larger look. Here are the top gold trends, below. Just remember: what-
ever you wear, statement making is the way to wear it, so don’t be shy.

Multi Link Toggle 
Bracelet by Tamis.

L O N G ’ S  J E W E L E R S  M A G A Z I N E  [27

Charms by Monica 
Rich Kosann.

Bold and Bright, 
Gold Is Fashion Right!



This is the ultimate pile-it-on trend. Stack on rings and bangles, 
heap on layers of delicate chains, (especially with pendants), add 
dangling earrings and you’ve caught the modern romantic hippie 
vibe. 

Boho Chic 

Tell your own story with a bracelet that you create and talismans 
that have special meaning just for you. Gage says the latest trend in 
charms incorporates our digital world: maybe it’s a classic charm with 
a message in text-ese, LOL. Or if you don’t like the clank of a charm 
bracelet, incorporate a personal message into a ring, pendant or locket. 

Charm Bracelets

A bold power cuff sets off today’s modern minimalism. Whether it’s a tunic 
with sculpted space age shoulders or a modern power suit, finish it off with a 
power cuff in the boldest gold, or an openwork wire version that takes up vol-
ume yet still looks airy.

Sleek and Sculpted

Finally, no discussion of gold trends would be complete without a 
mention of recycled gold. A lot of gold is recycled anyway, but more 
and more designers are making a statement with it, and eco-con-
scious consumers are listening. 

Recycled  Gold
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Top Trends 

Links and Chains
Go nonconformist chic in gold ear cuffs and studs that make a strong state-
ment — without safety pins. The Jewelry Information Center in New York 
says triangles are the most trending shape in fine jewelry; perhaps taking their 
inspiration from the studs and pyramids of modern punk?

24K Gold Necklaces by 
Gurhan.

Rose Gold
Thanks to fashion designers, rose gold has really come into its own. 
While it’s always been favored in Europe, it’s finally caught on 
Stateside. By last summer, InStyle magazine had labeled it the #4 
“must-have” fine jewelry trend, and it’s still going stronger than 
ever. Whether mixed with diamonds or any other metal or gem, 
the new “it gold” flatters almost every skin tone there is. Again, the 
trend crosses categories: copper accents are the rose gold of the 
home world.

“Yellow and rose are really having a moment,” says Gage. “Peo-
ple are starting to invest in fine jewelry that reads like fine jewelry.” 
Still, for sophisticated consumers who like the appeal of the in-
conspicuous, blackened or oxidized gold is precious without being 
obvious.

Bollicine Cuff Bracelet by 
Roberto Coin.

24K Gold Earrings 
by Gurhan.
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marcobicego.com



Marco Bicego revisits his love of nature this year 
with Lunaria, a collection inspired by the translucent, 
disc-shaped seed pods of the Lunaria flower. This 
unique, organic shape is beautifully interpreted by Bi-
cego with petal-like discs of gold that are linked by 
chains. The surfaces of the “pods” are engraved using 
the brand’s signature Bulino technique, a satin finish 
that lends itself particularly well to the motif because 
it creates an organic look, an essential expression of the 
Marco Bicego style.

Each delicate, 18k gold petal-like element is sur-
rounded by a carefully forged frame that is given a 
contrasting high polish, for an even closer resemblance 
to the Lunaria pod of nature. The collection includes 
necklaces, rings, bracelets and earrings, some of which 
incorporate precious gemstones cut in slices to repeat 
the shape of the flat, petal-like gold elements. 

The Delicati collection, also new, is a reflection 
of two things. First, it is a recognition of the trend 
in jewelry toward smaller, more delicate pieces that 
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Marco Bicego’s  

Delicacies

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E Rdesigner spotlight

18k hand engraved yellow gold 
earrings with aquamarine, 
from the Lunaria collection.

Delicati and Lunaria celebrate the jeweler’s 
love of nature, travel and delicious baubles

18k hand engraved 
yellow gold necklace with 
aquamarine, from the Lunaria 
collection.

Earrings in 18k hand 
engraved yellow gold, 
from the Lunaria 
collection.

Hand engraved bracelet 
in 18k yellow gold from 
the Lunaria collection.
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are often worn in multiples – like a treasured assortment of 
pretty delicacies. Secondly, it is a celebration of Marco Bi-
cego’s most popular collections. The designer has recreated 
the minute details of carefully selected models from current 
collections and reinterpreted them with new dimensions that 
are just right for our times. Delicati is also dedicated to the 
joy of travel, with designs taken from his creations that are 
named for exotic places, including Jaipur, Murano, Africa 
and Siviglia. 

Delicati also stands for “delicate,” reflecting the tremen-
dous care that is taken to hand craft each precious piece. 
Every bracelet, earring and necklace in the collection is de-
signed and finished by hand in Italy, using 18k gold, precious 
colored stones and brilliant cut diamonds. The characteristic 
Bulino technique of hand finishing identifies it as a Marco 
Bicego creation.

Marco Bicego began his training as an artisan at the atelier 
of his father, a master jeweler, in the Veneto region of Italy. 
He went on to create his own jewelry collection more than 
10 years ago, which has since become instantly recognizable 
for its signature multi-textured finish, and for designs that 
merge organic, natural forms with classic silhouettes. Each 
piece is made according to the tradition of Italy’s master 
craftsmen. “All my creations must be manipulated by hand 
in order for them to represent a unique and luxurious expe-
rience,” says Bicego. 

18k Hand Engraved Yellow Gold 
Bracelet with Diamonds from the 
Delicati Collection.

Necklaces from the Delicati Collection.
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 Oscar Heyman is a family jewelry business now in its third gen-

eration.  For quality and craftsmanship, there is no one better.  

 Since 1912, this grand American jewelry house has been creat-

ing truly exquisite fine jewelry for jewelry lovers around the world. 

Each piece of Oscar Heyman jewelry is ingeniously designed and 

meticulously hand-crafted by American artisans using European 

techniques passed down through three generations of this 100-

year old family business. The result is an enduring legacy of heir-

loom-quality jewelry.

 Oscar Heyman is known for creating “art” with gemstones and 

they believe that colored stones give jewelry great style and char-

acter. Beyond the classic sapphires, emeralds and rubies, Oscar 

Heyman works with many “esoteric” precious gems, including star 

sapphires, star rubies, chrysoberyl cat’s eyes, alexandrites, Australian 

opals and aquamarine.  About 20% of their work is with diamonds, 

but mostly as accent stones. 

 During the early part of their first hundred years, Oscar Heyman 

designed and made jewelry for Cartier, Tiffany, Harry Winston and 

Van Cleef & Arpels. Oscar Heyman started to make jewelry under 

their own name in the 1970s.  Today every piece of jewelry is signed 

and numbered, assuring the quality and pride of craftsmanship that 

this great American jewelry house has delivered for 100 years.  

 This year marks their 100th Anniversary but Oscar Heyman is look-

ing forward to their future – never resting on their laurels.  Their goal for 

the next 100 years is to build the Oscar Heyman brand globally as the 

top name for the world’s finest, museum-quality jewelry being made 

from precious and precious esoteric gemstones. They already have a 

century of collectable pieces to prove it, so it shouldn’t be that hard.

CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF CREATIVE GENIUS IN JEWELRY

OSCAR HEYMAN

One-of-a-Kind Multicolor 
Rosecut Sapphire Necklace 
by Oscar Heyman.
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The Power of

 Probably the most important way we reflect our individuality is by 
the clothes and jewelry we wear, and color is essential to this process.
 “Jewelry and color go hand-in-hand,” says Leatrice Eiseman, ex-
ecutive director of the Pantone Color Institute, the world’s foremost 
authority on color. “Color is intrinsically why people buy jewelry and 
their choices are largely emotional. People choose a color because 
they respond to it.”
 While the biggest trend in jewelry is color, it involves not just the 
traditional gems of ruby, emerald and sapphire. Today, color comes 
from a wide variety of gemstones, including the large families of tour-
maline, spinel, jade, garnet, and topaz, as well as tanzanite, iolite, 
opal, peridot and morganite, plus the more affordable ”semi-precious” 

gems of the versatile quartz family, such as amethyst, citrine, prasi-
olite and rock crystal. While the classic look of white diamonds may 
be “forever,” colorful gemstone jewelry offers a different approach to 
style. These vibrant accessories can dress up or down a particular out-
fit, depending on the mood of the wearer. They are fun and fanciful.
 For fall 2014, Eiseman says we are seeing a season of untypical col-
ors in fashion, colors that are “more reflective of imagination and inge-
nuity.” She adds that these colors and combinations are not bound by 
the usual hues for fall. “There is a feminine mystique that is reflected 
throughout the palette, inspired by the increasing need for women 
everywhere to create an individual imprint.”

b y  C Y N T H I A  U N N I N A Y A R

The colors we choose to surround 
us play a major role in how we feel

color trends

Color

Left to Right:

Ruby and Diamond Ring

Pink Spinel and Diamond Ring

Spinel and Diamond Ring

Tsavorite and Diamond Ring.
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Top Ten Colors for Fall 2014
 In the Pantone Fashion Color Report Fall 2014, listing the ten most 
prominent colors for the season, purple is the favorite, with the cap-
tivating and intriguing Radiant Orchid, the Color of the Year. At the 
other end of the violet spectrum is Mauve Mist, a romantic and elegant 
purple shade reminiscent of the deco era. Moving even warmer, the red 
shades are seen in the exotic Sangria, which evokes a sense of glamorous 
adventure and faraway destinations, and Aurora Red, a more sophis-
ticated shade that adds verve and spark. Either red can be paired with 
Cypress, a powerful and majestic dark green with a lofty presence.
 As for the blues, Bright Cobalt, with a slightly greenish undertone, 
offers a subtle twist on the traditional cobalt blue, while Royal Blue 
provides more complexity and excitement than the average navy, while 
still remaining versatile. Bright Cobalt goes well with Sangria and Cy-
press, and Royal Blue is a natural with Mauve Mist and Aluminum, a 
stainless steel shade that serves as a complex neutral. Autumnal colors 

include Cognac a cultured brown, making the shade unexpect-
edly ideal for evening wear. Rounding out the top ten 

colors for Fall is Misted Yellow, which alludes to 
the promise of spring to come.

cypress

Determining the Trends
 When asked how the trends are determined, Eiseman explains 
that there are two slightly different processes, depending on 
whether it is the Color of the Year or Colors of the Season. “For 
the Color of the Year, such as Radiant Orchid, we determine it 
well in advance of the year. We travel the world and look for 
increased usage of a particular color or family, in all domains, 
including films, technology and art. We also consider the overall 
mood of the nation and the world. What color symbolizes this 
general mood? We then take all of these clues and place them 
next to each other. If we see the same color in many areas, then 
it becomes a candidate for Color of the Year.”

Opal and Emerald 
Drop Earrings with 
Diamond Accents 
by Oscar Heyman.

Cushion Cut Sapphire Ring 
with Diamond Halo by 

Long’s Jewelers.

Gold and Platinum Bracelet 
featuring Opals, Emeralds, 

Sapphires and Yellow and White 
Diamonds by Oscar Heyman.

royal blue

bright cobalt



 For the colors of the season, epitomized by Pantone’s designer sketches, Eiseman explains that the 
process is more straightforward. “We ask designers to submit illustrations of the colors they will use in 
the upcoming seasonal shows along with their reasons and influences. We put this information into a 
computer and look at the percentages of designers tending towards a particular color direction. Based on 
what the designers are actually using, we then come up with our list of the top ten colors. This all happens 
approximately six to eight months ahead of the seasonal fashion shows.”
 How long do colors remain “trendy,” or “in?” Eiseman continues that some examples of colors that 
came in and went out quickly were the yellow-greens and the oranges. “On the word-association surveys 
that we do, the oranges and yellow-greens were way down at the bottom – people did not respond well to 
them. There was a time when orange was all about fast food. But there has been a big turnaround. Today, 
people have seen what Hermès has done with orange, and it has become aspirational. Even though you 
still see articles stating that trends pass quickly, I don’t agree. There is evidence of this 
in fashion where designers continue to use yellow-greens and orange even though 
Tangerine Tango was the Color of the Year three years ago.”
 The longer lifespan of colors in jewelry is certainly exemplified by the 
continuing popularity of pieces crafted with beautiful orange gems 
such as fire opal, citrine and topaz, as well as the enticing yellow 
green tones of peridot and beryl. With colorful jewelry as an 
accent to fashion, you are communicating both the power 
of color and the power of your personality.

color trends

Star Ruby and Diamond 
Ring by Oscar Heyman.
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Orange Sapphire Ring with 
White and Yellow Diamond 
Accents by Oscar Heyman. sangria

Burmese Ruby and 
Diamond Necklace 
by Oscar Heyman.

radiant orchid

tangerine tango

Burmese Ruby and 
Diamond Drop Earrings 
by Oscar Heyman.

Peach Garnet Ring in 
Platinum by Long’s 
Jewelers.

Purple Sapphire and 
Diamond Pendant by 
Long’s Jewelers.
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R Rings to symbolize betrothal and 

marriage have been around almost as long 

as the concept of marriage itself. The next 

time some curmudgeon tells you it’s just 

an invention of some ad agency (more on 

that later), tell him it’s just not so.

 The tradition of a diamond engagement ring dates back to 1477, when Archduke Max-

imilian of Austria presented one to Mary of Burgundy upon their betrothal. But that’s just 

the first diamond engagement ring. There is ample evidence of betrothal and marriage rings 

used by the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. Indeed, the Romans were the ones who 

introduced gold for betrothal rings.

 A Roman bride-to-be was presented with two engagement rings: a gold ring to wear in 

public, and an iron one to wear around the house while doing chores. Common practice for 

several centuries, this is one idea whose time has come back. Iron, not so much, but having 

a diamond wedding band for dressy occasions, a plain gold or platinum band for everyday, 

and a tough tungsten or titanium band for sports or active use is as relevant today as it was 

more than 2,000 years ago.

 In 860 AD, Pope Nicholas I wrote a letter describing some differences between the 

Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox traditions: one of 

those was that in the Western church, a man presents 

his betrothed with an engagement ring.

 During the Renaissance, two major events 

shaped the evolution of modern bridal rings: 

one, the diamond ring given to Mary of 

Burgundy sparked a trend among the elite 

social classes to give a diamond ring for 

engagement, and two, the Protestant 

Reformation that eschewed religious 

grandeur also drove the wedding ring 

to replace the betrothal ring as the 

primary symbol of marriage.

b y  H E D D A  S C H U P A K

the engagement ring

wedding planner
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Three-Stone Diamond Engagement Ring from 
the Long’s Signature Collection.

Diamond Solitaire 
Engagement Rings 
from the Long’s 
Signature Collection.

Diamond Solitaire Engagement Rings 
from the Long’s Signature Collection.

Bellport Diamond Halo 
Engagement Ring by 

Michael Bondanza.
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 In early North America, the Puritans, Quak-

ers, and other religious groups who shunned or-

namentation or jewelry gave a thimble in lieu of 

a wedding ring, although historians believe some 

women cut the tops off their thimbles to wear as 

rings. (As an aside, the Protestant Reformation 

also launched the Swiss watch industry. With the 

rise of Calvinism and its doctrine of simplicity, 

jewelers who saw their livelihood slipping away 

turned to horology. Watches and clocks, like 

thimbles, were deemed acceptable because of 

their usefulness, unlike jewelry, which was con-

sidered purely ornamental.)

 During the Victorian era, a huge diamond dis-

covery in South Africa in 1867 made diamond 

jewelry accessible to more people. Queen Vic-

toria’s marriage to Albert was a true love match, 

rare in an era when royal marriages were usually 

made for political or economic, not romantic, 

reasons. While diamond engagement rings were 

still largely considered the domain of the nobil-

ity, their reach was extending down to the more 

affluent of the masses. In honor of the love be-

tween Victoria and Albert, popular design trends 

were romantic motifs like hearts, bows, or even 

snakes, seen as a symbol of eternity.  

 It was during this era that the famed “Tiffany 

Setting,” a solitary diamond held in place by six 

prongs, was introduced, although it would not 

become the norm for some time yet.

 The Industrial Revolution next ushered in 

greater prosperity and a growing middle class, 

putting fine jewelry within reach of even more 

people. By the Edwardian era of the early 1900s, 

engagement rings had become a widely accepted 

custom. Edwardian design featured diamonds in 

lacy, ornate platinum settings. The geometric 

styles of the Art Deco era that followed, 

meanwhile, reflected a love of all things stark and 

modern.

 Not surprisingly, the popularity of diamond 

engagement rings declined during the Great 

Depression, but after World War II, Americans 

were poised for consumption after more than 15 

years of hardship. Returning GIs flocked to newly 

built suburbs, filled their new houses with shiny 

new appliances and their garages with shiny new 

automobiles.

 It was during this time that De Beers, through 

its marketing agency N.W. Ayer, created the 

greatest marketing slogan of all time: “A Dia-

mond Is Forever.” It didn’t invent the diamond 

engagement ring, but it would cement the idea 

that a diamond ring was essential to being truly 

and properly engaged. 

The presence of a diamond in 

an engagement ring rocketed 

from 10% just before WWII to 

more than 80% at the end of 

the 20th century.

wedding planner
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the engagement ring

Cushion Cut Diamond Engagement 
Ring with Double Pink Diamond 
Halo from the Long’s Signature 
Collection.

Three-Stone Diamond Engagement 
Ring from the Long’s Signature 
Collection.

Emerald Cut Three-Stone 
Diamond Ring from the Long’s 
Signature Collection.

Never  Compromis e
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Wedding band trends
 For many couples, the rush of excitement about getting engaged quickly morphs into the 

hectic details of planning a wedding. So much so that the most lasting symbol of the marriage 

— the wedding band — is left as an afterthought. But wedding bands, too, have their design 

trends. There is always the classic plain gold or platinum band, but more and more couples 

view the wedding ring as a style statement as well as an outward sign of their commitment, 

especially women who don’t wear their engagement rings.

 Amanda Gizzi points to split-shank bands as a popular trend. This is a style that allows the 

engagement ring to fit in the middle, but it can be worn alone, which looks like an open, airy 

design. Severine Ferrari says the leading trends for wedding rings are intricate designs for the 

woman’s band, and black diamonds and texture for the men’s band. Alternative metals such 

as tungsten and titanium are also popular for men’s bands, because of their modern high-tech 

appeal and their relative indestructibility. But again, remember those Romans: no reason a guy 

can’t also have two wedding bands: his gold or platinum ring for the ceremony and to wear for 

dress, and the second contemporary metal band to wear for sports.

 And, of course, multiple bands give women fashion options. 

“Stacking bands let women achieve a balanced aesthetic. One 

band on top of the engagement ring balances the ring on the 

bottom,” says Gizzi. “Some women continue to stack on 

bands after the ‘I do.’”

don’t forget the band

Diamond Eternity Bands by 
Long’s Jewelers.

Diamond Halo Engagement Ring 
by Ritani with Odessa Diamond 

Eternity Band by Memoire.

Multi-Row Diamond 
Eternity Bands by 
Long’s Jewelers.

Men’s Wedding Bands by 
Memoire and Furrer Jacot.
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Every LVE diamond is cut to the highest standards of the master artisan, Leo Schachter. LVEdiamonds.com
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Consumers searching for special pieces unique to them are finding 

that jewels from the past deliver in design, craftsmanship, invest-

ment value and personal meaning. 

The market for antique and estate jewelry is robust, with demand 

strong in very rare, high-end pieces, gem quality pearls and colored 

stones as well as fine signed jewels from top houses like Van Cleef & Ar-

pels, Cartier, Boucheron, Lalique and Harry Winston. There is also a growing 

movement among brides and grooms to make their “something old” a wedding or engagement 

ring from the past.

Previously owned jewelry doesn’t always imply signed pieces from elite jewelry houses, though. It is also possible to find affordable, 

meaningful alternatives to auction pieces. And many pre-owned finds are unique, with elements such as old mine cuts, romantic filigree 

designs and period style characteristics, making them stand apart from more modern pieces. There is also a lot of interest in recyclying 

today, which appeals to buyers of estate jewelry. 

Art Deco, nearly 100 years old now, remains the most enduring design period in estate jewelry, a market favorite 

for its timeless on-trend qualities. Recognized for its mix of bold colors, geometric forms and diverse materi-

als, Deco style is modern and easy to wear. Diamonds were very popular in the period, often with rubies, 

sapphires and emeralds, and the use of black onyx contrasted with white diamonds and rock crystal is 

a defining characteristic. While the period covers the early 1920s to mid 1930s, its influence extends 

through the ’50s and ’60s, and into current day. 

Cartier, Tiffany and Van Cleef & Arpels are considered to have created some of their most 

iconic work during the Art Deco period. But the buzz in estate circles is that the works of Suzanne 

Belperron are destined to be a collector’s favorite. Ahead of her time, 

Belperron was among the most revolutionary designers of the 20th 

century. A head designer at Maison René Boivin (1919-1932), 

her unsigned designs diverged from conventional Art Deco style 

in gold and semi-precious stones as opposed to platinum and 

diamonds. She gained increasing notoriety after a May 2012 So-

theby’s Geneva sale of her own personal collection.

fine, casual, chic jewelry does 
not always have to be newly made

guardians of the

estate jewelry
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popular periods

One-of-a-Kind Platinum 
and Diamond Dress 
Clip Brooch.

Cartier 29” Chain in 
18k Yellow Gold.

One-of-a-
Kind Orange 
Citrine and 
Diamond 
Ring in 14k 
Yellow Gold.

One-of-a-Kind Sailboat Bracelet in 14k Yellow Gold.

Van Cleef & Arpels 
Gem-Set Lion Pin in 
18k Yellow Gold.

Cartier Juste Un 
Clou Bracelet in 18k 
Yellow Gold.



Jewelry from the 1940s, especially big chunky 

bracelets in yellow and pink gold, with sprinkles of 

diamonds, or necklaces with gems and enamel are spot on 

trend. Moreover, there’s a resurgence in brooches that also serve 

as pendants and hairpieces. In fact, head ornaments like tiaras and 

bejeweled headbands are very much in fashion. Likewise, cameos from all 

eras, some carved out of gems like layered agate and jasper, are back in vogue, 

especially in pendants and rings. 

But the real sizzle, many say, is in mid-century modern, particularly the 

1960-’70s, as more goods are available from this time than in earlier periods, 

offering some amazing finds. Especially popular are wildlife and nature pat-

terns, something that gained a following in the 1960s among major houses 

like David Webb, Cartier and Van Cleef & Arpels. 

People who hunt for estate and antique jewelry are drawn by the thrill of 

the chase. You never know what your treasure-hunting dealer or retailer has 

uncovered in the dusty jewelry boxes of previous owners who, for 

one reason or another, want to sell their pieces – it’s always 

something different, always a surprise. Imagine channeling 

your inner Marilyn Monroe, wearing an amazing 1959 

diamond floral necklace by Harry Winston! Collectors 

of estate jewelry relish in the artistry, history and beauty 

of what they may discover. 

One-of-a-Kind Gem-
Set Butterfly Ring in 
14k Yellow Gold.

One-of-a-Kind Plique 
a Jour Enamel and 
Diamond Earrings in 
18k Yellow Gold.

Tiffany & Co. Jean 
Schlumberger Rope Twist 
Diamond “X” Ring and 
Earrings in Platinum and 
18k Yellow Gold.

Jaeger LeCoultre 
Reverso Power 
Reserve 1000 Hours 
Wristwatch in 18k 
Yellow Gold.

Longines Platinum 
Pocket Watch with 
Diamonds, Circa 
1919.

One-of-a-Kind Ladies 
Platinum Diamond Covered 
Watch, Circa 1940.

One-of-a-Kind Art Deco 
Platinum Diamond Ring and 
Platinum Purple Sapphire 
and Diamond Ring.

Cartier Mini Love 
Earrings in 18k 

Yellow Gold.

One-of-a-Kind Ship’s 
Wheel Compass in 
14k Yellow Gold.
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WE ARE AN AMERICAN COMPANY DEDICATED TO 
MAKING THINGS AGAIN IN AMERICA.

THE RUNWELL FEATURING A GREEN DIAL WITH REMOTE SECONDHAND SWEEP IN A STAINLESS STEEL CASE

AND DETROIT-BUILT ARGONITE 1069 MOVEMENT.
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b y  N A N C Y  O L S O N

THE RUNWELL 47mm with 
Black Dial by Shinola.

Thanks to its long history in watchmaking, the United States is fer-
tile ground for a new generation of watch companies with a Made in 
America hallmark of distinction. Shinola takes it one giant step further, 
offering not only American-soil roots but also a “Built in Detroit” ideol-
ogy. Most compellingly, Shinola turned 30,000 square feet of space in 
the former Argonaut building in midtown Detroit into a state-of-the-art 
watch manufactory, thus melding the city’s storied past with a confident 
anticipation of its future. 

The company’s first timepiece, the much-anticipated limited edition 
Shinola Runwell, formally introduced in 2013, sold out in an astounding 
eight days. It was followed by new designs in the Runwell style, as well 
as other collections with such interesting names as The Birdy, The Brake-
man and The Gomelsky, each distinguished by its unique shape and char-
acter. The all-quartz steel watches come in a variety of sizes and styles, 
from a 28mm ladies Runwell to 47mm chronographs. The timepieces 
display the name and number of the watch movement on the dial and 
reveal each piece’s serial number on the caseback. And not surprisingly, 
the finely crafted straps offer Shinola yet another opportunity to walk its 
talk: each strap is also made in America.

The leather straps are produced by the Shinola Leather Co. in Detroit 
and Hadley-Roma in Largo, Florida — from American leather, of course. 
The U.S.-born Hadley-Roma, founded in 1903 in Hadley, Massachusetts, 
has grown its stellar reputation on its American-made products, including 
watch straps in a variety of styles, colors and materials. Shinola’s rubber 
straps, found on some of its sports-style watches, are made from Ameri-
can rubber by Stern Manufacturing in Staples, Minnesota. 

Entirely hand assembled in Detroit, the Runwell collection is charac-

terized by its round steel case — some with PVD coatings — and retro 
spirit. The watch comes on a strap or bracelet, and offers a variety of dial 
color options and functions. The Brakeman, available in 40mm or 46mm, 
is characterized by its cushion-shaped case and date window at 3 o’clock. 

Women are not left behind when it comes to Shinola’s range of time-
pieces. The 34 mm Birdy features a round case and slender bracelet or 
double-wrap strap in on-trend colors — like orange or white leather. And 
the Gomelsky, with its cushion shape and small seconds at 6 o’clock, is a 
go-to watch for day or evening.

A special collector’s club named The Foundry was established by Shi-
nola exclusively for owners of its limited edition products, thus the com-
pany is well poised to entertain a variety of collectors and their myriad 
interests. Membership benefits include invitations to private events, an 
annual tour of the Shinola Detroit factory (airfare not provided), first 
access to limited edition watches and previews of upcoming products.

In partnership with Ronda AG, the Swiss quartz movement manufac-
turer, Shinola employs about 285 people, the vast majority of whom call 
Detroit their home town. In 2012, Swiss watchmakers were brought on 
site to teach the intricacies of watch and movement assembly to the newly 
hired staff, and the result is a team-spirit enthusiasm that is palpable — and 
transcendent, since there is much more at work here than watchmaking. 

Shinola’s larger mission of bringing manufacturing back to the U.S. 
is evident at every turn, from its investment in the city, which it affec-
tionately dubs, “the new watchmaking capital of America,” to the qual-
ity of the watches, proudly marked “Built in Detroit” on the caseback. 
Bedrock Manufacturing, parent of Shinola, thoughtfully considered 
a number of other locations besides Detroit. But with its long legacy 
in American manufacturing — and its enthusiastic work force — the 
Motor City won out, hands down.

T h e  S h i n o l a  w a T c h  b r a n d  i S  p r o u d l y  m a n u f a c T u r e d  a n d 
aSS emb l ed  i n  de T ro i T,  and  a l r e ady  haS  a  l o ya l  f o l l ow i ng

Made in America



WE ARE AN AMERICAN COMPANY DEDICATED TO 
MAKING THINGS AGAIN IN AMERICA.

THE RUNWELL FEATURING A GREEN DIAL WITH REMOTE SECONDHAND SWEEP IN A STAINLESS STEEL CASE

AND DETROIT-BUILT ARGONITE 1069 MOVEMENT.
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trend reportwatch
Square

The square watch case was first seen 

during the Art Deco era, and has come to 

represent the elegant geometric style of 

that period. The angled case, as opposed 

to the traditional round watch case, is now 

a modern classic. It represents a bold, con-

temporary aesthetic, and is often used for 

sports watches. 

Jeweled
A flash of diamonds on a wristwatch is nothing new, but 

recent developments in setting and cutting techniques have 

made jewelry watches more interesting than ever  before. 

New gem cuts, setting styles and design codes have also given 

high jewelry watches a prominent, important status in the 

watch collector’s market.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E R

Bell & Ross BR03-92 
Heritage.

Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Day-Date II.

timely trends

The wristwatch is the ultimate accessory, with the power to give your ward-
robe an instant boost. It can also help you to express your individual sense of 
style, navigate the depths of the ocean, or time your favorite athlete. Here is 
a glimpse of some of the latest trends in watches.

Michele Deco 
Diamond II.

Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Datejust Pearlmaster.



DECO DIAMOND, DIAMOND DIAL ON BLUE NIGHTS CRYSTAL

MCW7820_LongsJewelers_HolidayCatalog_1.indd   1 8/4/14   4:22 PM
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Sports

Divers

By definition, the sports watch has at least 50-meter water resistance, but many sports watches can plunge to depths 

beyond that. The most common technical feature of the modern sports watch is a chronograph function, which 

allows the timing of short intervals — essentially a stopwatch — and creates a sporty, casual look.

A great dive watch not only serves a style function, 

it is essential equipment for adventurers who want 

to be sure to survive any plunge in the ocean. It 

should be water resistant to at least 100 meters. 

It should have a unidirectional rotating bezel so 

you can time your dive, as well as a screwdown 

crown and caseback, and heavily luminated hands 

and markers.

Breitling Superocean 
Heritage 46.

Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Sea-Dweller 4000.

timely trends

TAG Heuer Ladies 
Formula 1.

Rolex Oyster Perpetual 
Submariner Date.

TUDOR Pelagos.



 TUDOR’s new Heritage Black Bay and Heritage 
Ranger collections are so-called because of their her-
itage: they descend from a long line of high-perfor-
mance timepieces that were originally issued to divers 
of the French Navy.
 The new Heritage Ranger is a modern interpreta-
tion of the collection’s heritage-style watches origi-
nally launched in 1967. These were high-performance 
sports watches built for adventure and extreme con-
ditions. Today’s collection is likewise imbued with 
the pioneering spirit of the far North and epic tales 
of sled dogs braving solitary frozen lands and the ex-
ploits of adventurers defying hostile environments to 
explore new frontiers. The robust Heritage Ranger 
combines technical prowess and supreme reliability 
in order to withstand such extreme conditions.
 Original design codes of the TUDOR Heritage 
Ranger include the dial color, numeral font, large 
crown and the distinctive pear shaped hands. All nu-
merals and indexes are hand-painted with a colored 
luminous substance to create an antique effect. The 
lugs of the Heritage Ranger echo the original in that 
they are drilled through to accommodate the spring 
bars. The new model’s modern updates include a 
larger case, at 41mm, as well as the introduction of 
several strap options — and a bonus strap for each 
model! There is a choice of three strap styles: a 
brown leather bund strap with satin-finished rivets; 
or a tobacco-hued leather strap reminiscent of dog-
sled harnesses, and a steel bracelet. Any of the three 
options arrive with the bonus adjustable fabric strap 
in a woven camouflage pattern (crafted by the same 
French artisans that produce fabric robes for the Vat-
ican).  The bund strap is made of a single piece of ma-

terial that runs underneath the watch case, and 
is lined with alcantara for softness and comfort. 
The case is made of satin finished steel, and it 
contains the self-winding caliber 2824, and it is 
water resistant to 150 meters.  
 TUDOR’s new Heritage Black Bay is a trib-
ute to the original model, the Submariner, which 
was first launched in 1954 and used by divers in 
the French Navy. The new model retains stylistic 
elements of the original, including its domed dial, 
imposing winding crown (introduced on a 1958 
model) and angular hands — dubbed “snowflakes” by 
collectors, and seen on models issued from 1969 to 
the early 1980s. The dial is matte black, with sil-
ver-colored luminescent hands, and the bezel 
and crown tube are midnight blue. Like the 
Heritage Ranger, the Heritage Black Bay 
comes with a bonus strap, featuring an 
adjustable blue woven fabric, with 
the purchase of a Heritage Black 
Bay on a midnight-blue distressed 
leather strap or on a satin-finished 
and polished steel bracelet. It is 
water resistant to 200 meters.
 TUDOR is part of the Hans 
Wilsdorf Foundation, set up 
in 1945 by the eponymous 
founder of Rolex. TUDOR and 
Rolex respectively address the 
high-end and premium seg-
ments of the market, and are 
served by a shared legacy of 
watchmaking expertise and an 
unparalleled after-sales service 
organization.

designer spotlight

TUDOR Heritage Black Bay. 

TUDOR Heritage Ranger 
featured on tobacco hue 
leather strap.

b y  C A R O L  B E S L E R

TUDOR’s heritage as a high-performance sports watch endures
BUILT FOR ADVENTURE
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1954 60 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS INSPIRATION IN THE PURSUIT OF TECHNICAL PERFECTION

Heritage Black Bay is the direct descendant of TUDOR’s technical success in Greenland on the wrists of 
Royal Navy sailors. 60 years later, the Black Bay is ready to stand as its own legend. 

TUDOR HERITAGE BLACK BAY® 
Self-winding mechanical movement, waterproof to 200 m, 41 mm steel case.
Visit tudorwatch.com and explore more. ®



OYSTER PERPETUAL 
DAY-DATE II IN PLATINUM

rolex  oyster perpetual and day-date are trademarks.


